
How a Celebrity Escape Inspired a Desert Design Boom



Since the early 1920’s, Palm Springs California, 
has remained an ecological and economic wonder. 
Palm Springs began as a desert town built off Inn’s 
and boutique hotels, which peaked the interest of 
Hollywood A-listers. 

The celebrity “boom” kicked off decades of under-
the-radar glamour. Palm Springs quietly gained 
notoriety as a Hollywood escape with the Rat 
Pack, Lucille Ball, and Marilyn Monroe frequenting the hotel lounges. Impromptu 

performances were the norm with those “in 
the know” being treated to dinner shows and 
late-night comedy acts seen nowhere else. 
Among the lucky guests were not only 
American’s privy to the desert, but west coast 
“snowbird” Canadians who happened upon 
the winter escape and continue to be a major 
source of economic support for the city. The 
first “boom” of the city, the Hollywood-era, set 
the stage for what would become the defining 
quality of Palm Springs. 

The In-Crowd



Homes were defined by glass, clean lines, natural 
resources, and indoor/outdoor living spaces. 
The designs evoked a simplistic elegance 
and an air of sophisticated informality. 
Inspired by both the lifestyle aspects of 
desert living and the intense climate, 
designers developed modern construction 
techniques with materials never before used. 
This set the standard for all developments 
within Palm Springs, from residential areas, 
to schools, hotels, and even churches.

Desert Modernism 
The celebrity “boom” of Palm Springs 
gave way to an architectural creativity not 
seen anywhere else. With the financial 
means for it, celebrities afforded 
architects the freedom to design homes 
inspired by the desert. Designers 
looked to the dramatic geography of the 
Coachella Valley to create an entirely 
new aesthetic, known today as Desert 
Modernism.



Desert Modernism 
The Desert Modernism aesthetic remains 
the distinctive style of Palm Springs and is 
unlike any other city. The National Trust for 
Historical Preservation named Palm Springs 
a destination city for architecture, and in 
2009 the city was designated a Preserve 
American City with a letter of support written 
by Michelle Obama. 

In so many ways, Palm Springs remains a city like no place else with its architecture 
remaining at the forefront of its unprecedented appeal. Undergoing its third “boom” in 
popularity, Palm Springs is known today as a pop-culture influenced hot spot. Yet despite its 

worldwide attention, it remains a city with a distinct 
detachment from the rest of the world. Set amongst 
dramatic canyons, with its affinity for sand storms 
and its peculiar architecture, there remains an air 
of mystery within and surrounding the desert. Only 
those lucky enough to fully immerse themselves in 
the desert landscape can truly begin to understand 
exactly why Palm Springs is like no place else. 
It’s unlikely survival in a fluctuating and unstable 
economy only adds to its mystery, but its history 
and elusive appeal never seems to get old.  




